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By Peter Redfield

University of California Press, United States, 2000. Paperback. Condition: New. New. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Rockets roar into space--bearing roughly half the world s commercial
satellites--from the same South American coastal rainforest where convicts once did time on
infamous Devil s Island. What makes Space in the Tropics enthralling is anthropologist Peter
Redfield s ability to draw from these two disparate European projects in French Guiana a gleaming
web of ideas about the intersections of nature and culture. In comparing the Franco-European
Ariane rocket program with the earlier penal experiment, Redfield connects the myth of Robinson
Crusoe, nineteenth-century prison reform, the Dreyfus Affair, tropical medicine, postwar exploration
of outer space, satellite technology, development, and ecotourism with a focus on place, and the
incorporation of this particular place into greater extended systems. Examining the wider context of
the Ariane program, he argues that technology and nature must be understood within a greater
ecology of displacement and makes a case for the importance of margins in understanding the
trajectories of modern life.
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It really is rally interesting throgh reading through period. Your way of life period will probably be convert
as soon as you total looking over this book.
-- Ms. K ir stin O 'K on-- Ms. K ir stin O 'K on

This kind of pdf is almost everything and made me seeking forward and much more. It is actually packed with wisdom and knowledge You will not really
feel monotony at whenever you want of your own time (that's what catalogs are for about when you question me).
-- Ma r tina  Ma g g io-- Ma r tina  Ma g g io
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